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November 17, 2015
David Keyon
Department of Planning, Building, and Code Enforcement
City of San Jose
200 East Santa Clara Street, 3rd Floor
San Jose, CA 95113
Sent via email on November 17, 2015
Dear Mr. Keyon,
RE: NOTICE OF PREPERATION FOR A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT FOR THE SANTANA WEST DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND THE I280N/WINCHESTER/MOORPARK TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT POLICY
PROJECT
Thank you for including the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) in the
environmental review process for the proposed Santana West Development Project.
Pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act and the California Public Resources
Code, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the OHP have broad
responsibility for the implementation of federal and state historic preservation programs
in California. Our comments are offered with the intent of protecting historic and cultural
resources, while allowing the City of San Jose (Lead Agency) to meet its program
needs. The following comments are based on the information included in the Notice of
Preparation for a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the proposed project.
The OHP has no specific comments at this time but requests the Lead Agency provide
the OHP a copy of the environmental document once released for comment.
If you have questions, please contact Sean de Courcy of the Local Government and
Environmental Compliance Unit, at (916) 445-7042 or at sean.decourcy@parks.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Julianne Polanco
State Historic Preservation Officer

Department of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement
HARRY FREITAS, DIRECTOR

December 15, 2015

David Keyon
Environmental Project Manager
Department of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement
200 East Santa Clara Street
San Jose, CA 95113
RE: Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Santana West
Development Project and I-280/Winchester/Moorpark Transportation Development Policy (File
# PDC14-068)
Dear Mr. Keyon:
The City of San Jose Historic Landmarks Commission (Commission) is an advisory body to the
City Council and City Manager on matters of historic preservation. The subject project site
includes the City Landmark Century 21 Theater (Century Theater), and is directly adjacent to the
Winchester House City Landmark (Winchester House).
The Commission discussed the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the Santana West Development Project and I-280/Winchester/Moorpark Transportation
Development Policy at its December 2, 2015 meeting. In a 6-0-0 decision, the Commission
voted to forward this comment letter to the Director of Planning, Building and Code
Enforcement.
The Commission is disappointed by the option to remove the façade and roof of the Century
Theater, as the Commission feels this proposal does not honor the spirit and intent of the City
Landmark Designation. The Commission offers the following recommendations regarding the
scope and content of information related to cultural resources to be included in the
Environmental Impact Report:
1. Analyze potential ownership, uses and programming of the Century Theater building.
Analyze how different ownership, uses and programming would impact the integrity of
the building.
2. Analyze pedestrian circulation patterns as they relate to the pedestrian experience of the
Century Theater and Winchester House.
3. Analyze massing and visual impacts of the new buildings on the Century Theater and
Winchester House, with special emphasis on the impact to the setting of the Winchester
House from new construction.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Preparation. The Commission looks
forward to reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Report.
200 E. Santa Clara Street, 3rd Floor Tower, San José, CA 95113-1905 tel (408) 535-7900 www.sanjoseca.gov

Department of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement
HARRY FREITAS, DIRECTOR

Sincerely,
Sincerel
elyy,,
el

Ed d S
Edward
Saum
Chair
City of San Jose Historic Landmarks Commission

200 E. Santa Clara Street, 3rd Floor Tower, San José, CA 95113-1905 tel (408) 535-7900 www.sanjoseca.gov

December 21, 2015
Via Email – david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov
David Keyon
Department of Planning, Building, and Code Enforcement
200 E Santa Clara Street -- 5 Floor
San Jose CA 95113
th

Re: File No. PDC14-068
Dear David:
The Preservation Action Council of San Jose (PAC-SJ) was founded in 1990 and is dedicated to
preserving and promoting the continued use of historically significant resources in San Jose, and to
encouraging quality new design. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the scope of the
Santana West EIR.
A complete historic analysis should be performed for the Century 22 and 23 buildings to determine
their eligibility for historic designation. If the buildings do not reach the level of official historic
designation, the EIR should include mitigations to commemorate and appropriately document the
structures so that a permanent public record is available.
Also, a complete historic analysis should be performed on the Flames Restaurant building, the former
Bob’s Big Boy Restaurant. This building is a remarkably well-preserved and exceedingly rare example
of the prototype that Armet & Davis created for Bob Wian and his Big Boy restaurants in 1958. This
may be the only 1958 Bob's prototype building left in Northern California and perhaps the most intact
example in all of California. Again, depending on the EIR findings, the document should include
mitigations to properly commemorate and document the building.
Although traffic impacts are not a direct part of our mission we do have concerns regarding potential
negative impacts to the area. Traffic congestion will make it more difficult for people to get to the site
and visit the restored and reused historic Century 21 building. Appropriate traffic levels should be
established so that whatever form of transit people use they will be able to comfortably access this
site.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Brian K. Grayson
Executive Director
C: John Tu
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Re: Addendum to Concerns Re: Olin & Winchester Intersection
﴾Santana West File No. PDC14‐068﴿
Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
Wed 12/23/2015 12:31 PM
To: Mack,

Karen <Karen.Mack@sanjoseca.gov>;

Cc:Keyon,

David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>; Tu, John <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>; Xavier, Lesley
<Lesley.Xavier@sanjoseca.gov>; woolfe.daphna <dwoolfe@pvsd.net>;

12/23/15
Hello Ms. Mack,
This email is intended to be a brief addendum to my December 10, 2015 email expressing my
concerns about Federal Realty's representative stating that the Santana West development will
not involve widening of Olin at Winchester necessary to accommodate additional traffic from the
new commercial uses. I have attached my original email to you regarding this issue. Thank you
for your December 15 response confirming that the traffic report will evaluate this intersection.
Please also include the new information in this email in the traffic report evaluation of the Olin
and Winchester intersection.
I am sorry you were unable to participate in the Second Santana West Scoping Meeting on
December 15, 2015. At that meeting, Seth Bland of Federal Realty indicated that the two
proposed private streets and parking garage exit onto Olin Avenue will not directly line up with the
existing Spar and Hanson Avenues. He attributed this part of the project design to input received
from the existing single family neighborhood residents at a prior meeting. I was not notified of any
prior public meeting where the newly redesigned project's traffic options and private streets'
designs were to be discussed, and so was not provided the opportunity to provide my input as a
concerned homeowner within 1,000 feet of the development site.
It is my hope that San Jose Planning staff who were present at the December 15 Scoping
Meeting will forward to you their notes on my expression of concern that the lack of linear
intersections at Olin/Spar and Olin/Hanson with at least fourway stop signs will make it
extremely difficult during Santana West rushhour traffic times, combined with the new
traffic on Olin from the Winchester Ranch/possible Pulte Homes redevelopment, for
Winchester Manor Subdivision residents southbound on Spar and Hanson to make the left
turn onto eastbound Olin, heading for northbound or southbound Winchester and,
ultimately, northbound Highway 280.
Thank you Mr. Keyon for your December 16, 2015 email confirming that Ms. Mack's and my
previous Olin/Winchester email communications have been forwarded to the environmental
consultant for inclusion in the Draft EIR. Please also forward this December 23, 2015 email to the
EIR consultant and have the traffic consultant include it in the traffic study regarding my
December 15 Public Hearing comments noted above and the following related information.
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New Information: Many of the traffic exiting movements from the existing gas station at the
northwest corner of Olin Avenue and Winchester involve cars entering eastbound Olin
west of Winchester while trying to join the two traffic lanes on Olin in order to turn left onto
northbound Winchester, travel east into Santana Row, or else turn right onto southbound
Winchester. Much of this traffic movement is because of the difficulty reaching the
southbound Winchester leftturn lane at Olin in order to accomplish either a left turn into
Santana Row or else a uturn so as to head north on Winchester towards Stevens Creek.
The Olin traffic exiting from the gas station is also because of the existing stacking at the
light by southbound Winchester traffic, especially in the curb lane approaching westbound
Olin, westbound Olsen, and northbound Highway 280.
If the stacking in the eastbound Olin lanes increases with the traffic from the Santana West
development, the drivers exiting the gas station will find it difficult to enter the eastbound
lanes to turn north on Winchester and will be forced instead to turn right out of the gas
station driveway, head west on Olin, and then north on Spar or Hanson Avenues (which
merge before Hanson intersects with Stevens Creek Boulevard) with the intent of reaching
Stevens Creek Boulevard. This new additional traffic movement will, of course, adversely
impact the existing single family neighborhood.
It is not possible to close or blockoff the gas station's Olin driveway as it also serves as
the only entrance to the station for northbound Winchester, westbound Olin and Santana
Row drivers.
I will address the existing and potential cumulative traffic movement issues at Hanson Avenue
and Stevens Creek Boulevard in a subsequent email to you.
Thank you for forwarding this information to both the traffic consultants and the environmental
consultant. I hope your Holidays will be happy ones!
Douglas V. Handerson
320 Spar Avenue
San Jose, CA 95117
From: "Mack, Karen" <Karen.Mack@sanjoseca.gov>
To: Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 6:01 PM
Subject: Re: Did you receive this December 10, 2015 email?

Hi Mr. Handerson,
I am sorry for not responding sooner. I will not be at tonight's meeting. However, you are welcome to
contact me anytime.
The traffic report for Santana Row West will evaluate the intersection of Olin and Winchester and will
consider all the added traffic from the project and the redirected mobile home park access. The report
will also evaulate the existing signal phasing and condition improvements based on the projects impact to
the intersection. It would be premature to conclude there would be no improvements at this intersection,
it has not been studied yet. I will make sure the traffic consultant thoroughly studies this intersection in
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/#viewmodel=ReadMessageItem&ItemID=AAMkADJjMDA0MTU0LWNjMzctNDU0Zi1iYWYwLTc2ZWJjYTIwOTRjMgBGA…
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the project tia. Thank you for bringing this to our attention.

Karen Mack
Traffic Manager
Development Services
(408)535‐6816

From: Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 3:25 PM
To: Mack, Karen
Subject: Did you receive this December 10, 2015 email?

December 15, 2015
Hello again Ms. Mack,
As I have not received an email from you acknowledging receipt of the following December 10,
2015 email from me, I am writing to inquire whether you had received and read it?
Will you be at the second Santana West Public Scoping Meeting tonight? If so, I look forward to
talking to you there. Thank you in advance for a response to this second email.
Doug Handerson
 Forwarded Message 
From: Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
To: Karen Mack <karen.mack@sanjoseca.gov>
Cc: David Keyon <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>; John Tu <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>; Lesley Xavier
<lesley.xavier@sanjoseca.gov>; woolfe.daphna <dwoolfe@pvsd.net>; Councilmember Chappie Jones
<district1@sanjoseca.gov>; Jerad Ferguson <jerad.ferguson@sanjoseca.gov>
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 5:06 PM
Subject: Federal Realty Refusal to Widen Olin Avenue at Winchester Blvd./Santana West File No. PDC14068

December 10, 2015
Hello Ms. Mack,
Thank you for our brief conversation at the conclusion of the first Public Scoping Meeting on the
proposed Santana West Development. I am writing to request that, given your expertise as the
Traffic Manager in San Jose Public Works, you become involved in the resolution of an existing
and potentially much more serious traffic movement deficiency from eastbound Olin Avenue at its
intersection with Winchester Boulevard. I am cc'ing David Keyon, John Tu, and Lesley Xavier in
expectation that this written submittal will also be included in the public input addressed by the
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Santana West Environmental Impact Report and its alternatives, as well as being reflected in a
revised project design for the proposed development.
Currently, Olin Avenue west of Winchester becomes three traffic lanes (one westbound and two
eastbound) just easterly of Spar Avenue. When the two eastbound lanes reach Winchester, the
left lane is a throughorleftturn lane, with a left turn signal. The eastbound right lane is,
unfortunately, also a through lane, besides being the only lane from which eastbound traffic on
Olin can turn right/southbound onto Winchester towards 280. When cars in the right lane queue
up, waiting for the green light to cross Winchester and enter Santana Row, there is no option for
those needing to turn right to do so on red if there is a break in the southbound traffic on
Winchester.
Those exiting Santana Row by turning left at Olin onto southbound Winchester have a protected
movement. Once the eastbound light turns green, the southbound rightturners from Olin are
again delayed by the steady pedestrian movement crossing Winchester on the south side of the
intersection. There is no pedestrian crosswalk on the north side of the intersection.
This situation will only be worsened if the Santana West development is approved as now
designed. In addition to the existing eastbound traffic on Olin originating from Maplewood,
Hanson and Spar Avenues, Federal Realty proposes to shift the Winchester Ranch Mobile Home
Park/potential Pulte Homesredevelopment traffic from Olsen Drive onto Olin. Representing
potentially more of an impact on Olin and the adjacent singlefamily neighborhood to the north is
the Santana West development's design, which empties traffic from two private streets and at
least one parking garage onto Olin.
When publicly asked at a recent Winchester Orchard Neighborhood Association meeting whether
the Santana West development would include widening the south side of eastbound Olin Avenue
leading to Winchester, Seth Bland of Federal Realty replied no. His explanation was that the
west side of the Olin/Winchester intersection is already offset from the Santana Row side of the
intersection and widening the west side would only worsen the offset. This justification seems to
be based on an assumption that any additional eastbound Olin traffic lanes would be going
through to Santana Row, when in reality the deficiency in available traffic movements is onto
southbound Winchester.
It is, of course, ironic that Federal Realty is identifying the offset nature of the Olin intersection as
a limitation or problem, given that the west side of Olin's street alignment predates Federal
Realty's design of the newer Santana Row Olin Avenue location.
Besides the need for at least one, if not two, rightturn lanes from eastbound Olin onto
southbound Winchester (and perhaps newlygenerated traffic demand warranting two leftturn
lanes onto northbound Winchester), how is westbound throughtraffic on Olin going to be
accommodated, given the need for leftturn lanes into at least one parking garage, two private
streets, and the Winchester Ranch/Pulte Homes main ingress/egress road? It should also be
noted that there is currently no right turnonly lane from southbound Winchester onto either Olin
or Olsen.
The City constructed double leftturn lanes from southbound Winchester into Olin and Olsen for
Santana Row (currently one of the leftturn lanes at Olsen is blocked off during construction). How
will the increased northbound traffic on Winchester needing to turn left into Santana West at
Olsen and Olin be accommodated, given the existing single leftturn lanes at both intersections?
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Is additional rightofway needed on the Santana West side of Winchester between Olin and the
Winchester Mystery House property?
Perhaps the limited street capacity on Olin and Winchester justifies serious evaluation of a
Santana West development alternative of muchreduced density, As you know, the current
Federal Realty proposal is for construction at the maximum Floor Area Ratio of 2.0. There is no
requirement that the City approve this density of development.
I look forward to your written response, evaluation and suggestions as to how the trafficcapacity
deficiencies on Olin Avenue and Winchester Boulevard can be favorably resolved, if favorable
resolution is possible. Thank you for your attention to these concerns.
Douglas V. Handerson
320 Spar Avenue
San Jose, CA 95117
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Santana West's Potential Impacts on Hanson & Stevens Creek
Intersection ﴾PDC14‐068﴿
Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
Sun 12/27/2015 3:27 PM
To: Mack,
Cc:Tu,

Karen <Karen.Mack@sanjoseca.gov>; Keyon, David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>;

John <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>; Xavier, Lesley <Lesley.Xavier@sanjoseca.gov>; woolfe.daphna <dwoolfe@pvsd.net>;

12/27/2015
Dear City of San Jose Staff Members,
Given the City of San Jose City Council's intention to not improve the Stevens Creek and
Winchester intersection, it is very clear that the Santana West commercial development, if
approved at the density now proposed, will shift northbound traffic heading for westbound and
eastbound Stevens Creek Boulevard onto the Winchester Manor Subdivision's single family
residential streets of Spar and Hanson Avenues. Spar and Hanson merge and only Hanson
connects to Stevens Creek.
There are potential alternatives to these adverse traffic impacts on the residential neighborhood
northerly of the Santana West site.
Although a new traffic signal is planned for Henry Avenue and Stevens Creek, Henry does not
connect to Olsen Drive
and the Santana West property. It could be connected to the Winchester Ranch Mobile Home
Park, either now or if the redevelopment of the mobile home property by Pulte Homes is
approved. This potential redevelopment approval and necessary street connection(s) to Stevens
Creek should be considered now in the Santana West EIR. Connecting the Winchester
Ranch/Pulte Homes property to Stevens Creek via Henry would reduce the traffic impacts on
Olin, Maplewood, Hanson and Spar. These new traffic impacts are caused by Federal Realty's
proposed street design plan which ends Olsen Drive west of the mobile home park and proposes
the main ingress and egress to the Winchester Ranch property via a new street accessible only
from Olin.
Both the EIR and the Planning staff report should include analyses of alternative Santana West
development designs that reflect the retention of the existing connection of Olsen to the
Winchester Ranch/possible Pulte Homes redevelopment and future connection of Olsen with
Henry and the new traffic signal at Stevens Creek. Retention of Olsen westerly of Santana West
could retain the potential for future connection with the existing Olsen Drive west of the
Winchester Ranch property, if the Pulte Homes redevelopment is approved. This could also
provide an additional traffic outlet, ultimately, via Cypress Avenue which already connects to
Stevens Creek Boulevard..
Besides the newly proposed primary connection to Winchester Ranch from Olin, the Santana
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West proposed design also includes connecting two new private streets and at least one parking
garage with Olin near Spar and Hanson Avenues.
If these new traffic connections are to be retained in the development, the development plan
should be redesigned to linearly connect these new Olin ingress/egress points to Spar and
Hanson, so that, at a minimum, fourway stop signs could be provided and traffic southbound on
Hanson and Spar would not be blocked from entering eastbound Olin during rushhour traffic
conditions.
There is currently no traffic signal existing or planned for the Hanson Avenue and Stevens Creek
intersection. I assume one would be required to help with the heavy additional traffic movement
at that intersection. This is especially the case given the commercial rushhour employee traffic
generating nature and density of the proposed Santana West development, and limitations at the
Olin Avenue and Winchester intersection.
A related potential environmental impact of the project is local air quality impacts on residents
living on Spar and Hanson Avenues, especially those living in homes without air conditioning and
located immediately adjacent to the corner of Hanson and Spar where Santana Westgenerated
traffic will be stopped and stacked up by the new traffic signal at Stevens Creek.
My home is located at the corner of Hanson and Spar with driveway access only from Hanson.
Trafficwise, how will the residents of my home enter and exit the residential driveway when
Santana West traffic is stopped and stacks up on Hanson due to the new Stevens Creek traffic
signal? There is currently no such stacking or access problem.
There will also be increased traffic noise impacting the existing single family residential
neighborhood.
When conducting the traffic analysis of the Hanson and Stevens Creek intersection, please
note the following:
1) Northbound drivers on Hanson attempting to turn west on Stevens Creek are often blocked by
backup of eastbound traffic on Stevens Creek stopped for the Winchester traffic signal. The
Winchester Orchard Neighborhood Association has previously requested that San Jose provide
crosshatching and painted signs on the pavement at the Hanson and Stevens Creek intersection
instructing stopped eastbound Stevens Creek drivers not to block this intersection. San Jose
Public Works staff rejected this request.
When not blocked by eastbound Stevens Creek traffic, these westbound leftturners from Hanson
frequently have to go partway across Stevens Creek, stop and wait in the center lane for
westbound Stevens Creek traffic to provide an opening. This movement is made more difficult by
the frequent parking of carcarrier trucks in the center lane as they unload vehicles for the existing
car dealership in Santa Clara on the north side of Stevens Creek. When complaints have been
submitted to City of Santa Clara Planning code enforcement about the illegallyparked carcarrier
trucks, the response is that those trucks are unloading for San Jose dealerships.
2) These northbound Spar and Hanson drivers trying to turn left onto westbound Stevens Creek
frequently stackup as they wait for westbound Stevens Creek drivers who are stopped at the
Hanson intersection and signaling a leftturn onto Hanson. With increasing frequency, these
westbound Stevens Creek drivers signaling a leftturn at Hanson do not complete that turning
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movement. Instead they make a uturn and head back east on Stevens Creek so as to make a
rightturn onto southbound Winchester. This is clearly due to the overflow stacking and slow
clearing of the leftturn lane from westbound Stevens Creek onto southbound Winchester. Instead
of waiting for additional cycles of that signal, these Stevens Creek drivers proceed westbound
through the Winchester intersection and then do the uturn at Hanson.
3) Those drivers westbound on Stevens Creek who do intend to complete the leftturn onto
Hanson are frequently blocked by eastbound Stevens Creek traffic. In my twentythree years
living near this intersection, I have seen frequent accidents by drivers who attempt to turn through
moving eastbound traffic, especially when some of the eastbound lanes are stopped but other
eastbound lanes are still moving.
4) If the traffic study of the Hanson and Stevens Creek intersection indicates that the proposed
maximum density of the Santana West development creates a need for two leftturn lanes from
westbound Stevens Creek onto Hanson, the lane capacity does not exist. This is because Santa
Clara has not widened the north side of Stevens Creek west of Winchester and there is no curb
side parking lane there that can be eliminated.
5) Also, since the City of Santa Clara has not widened Winchester at Stevens Creek so as to
create a separate rightturn lane from southbound Winchester onto westbound Stevens Creek,
drivers frequently cutthrough the Winchester Shopping Center parking lot at the northwest corner
of Stevens Creek and Winchester to access westbound Stevens Creek and also to turn left onto
Hanson. These throughtraffic exiting movements from the Winchester Shopping Center should
be expected to increase due to the Santana West development and impact any new traffic signal
and traffic movements at the Hanson and Stevens Creek intersection.
6) Although there is a bus transit stop on the Santa Clara (north) side of Stevens Creek which is
located just east of the Hanson intersection, there is no marked crosswalk for pedestrians
crossing Stevens Creek between Winchester on the east and Henry on the west. I have seen at
least two pedestrians who had been hit while trying to cross Stevens Creek at Hanson. There is
also a bus transit stop on the San Jose side of Stevens Creek just east of Maplewood Avenue
with no crosswalk there.
7) Finally, the traffic study of the Hanson and Stevens Creek intersection should evaluate the
San Jose and Santa Claraapproved new traffic signal at Henry Avenue and all anticipated traffic
impacts. Stevens Creek traffic signals at Winchester, Hanson and Henry should be made
sequential to avoid additional stacking on Stevens Creek . The City of Santa Clara Traffic
Engineer should be asked to comment on employee rushhour Santana Westgenerated traffic
cuttingthrough the single family residential neighborhood on North Henry to connect to Stevens
Creek, Hanson/Spar Avenues and, ultimately, Santana West.
The Santana West EIR and Planning staff report should include evaluation of the alternative of
reduced cumulative Floor Area Ratio if the development is to be approved as only commercial. A
reduced FAR alternative would generate less traffic with less adverse air quality and decreased
noise impacts. This would cause less of an adverse impact on the existing residential
neighborhood northerly of the Century Theater site.
Another alternative that should be evaluated is development consistent with San Jose's Village
concept, which would encourage a mixed use development on the Century Theater site that
includes residential units. This second alternative would disperse rather than concentrate the
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direction and timing of traffic generated by the development.
Douglas V. Handerson
320 Spar Avenue
San Jose, CA 95117
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RE: Santana West File No. PDC14‐068 ﴾Correction﴿
The Lindas <TheLindas@MyEmailUSA.net>
Wed 12/30/2015 2:07 PM
To: Keyon,
Cc:Linda

David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>; Tu, John <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>;

& Linda <TheLindas@MyEmailUSA.net>;

Sorry, I accidently sent my draft and have updated it appropriately per below. Sorry for the confusion.
Also, we hope you email us the updates from the EIR as they are available rather than for us to wait for a meeting to
discuss. Thanks.
Linda Schreiber & Linda Hlavin
458 Maplewood Ave
San Jose, CA 95117
From: The Lindas [mailto:TheLindas@MyEmailUSA.net]
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 1:57 PM
To: 'David.Keyon@sanjoseca.gov'; 'John.Tu@sanjoseca.gov'
Cc: Linda & Linda (TheLindas@MyEmailUSA.net)
Subject: Santana West File No. PDC14068

David,
Like Daphna Wolfe’s comments below, we live next to her on Maplewood and our backyard is on the boundary of
the Santana West project. We would like to add some additional feedback for you to consider regarding the EIR and
Santana West project:
1. Heavy traffic flow down between Maplewood and Olin. Also, turns made at that intersection is bad now
with lack of visibility especially when vehicles are parked on Olin near the corner. Also, our street
(Maplewood) is by permit parking only so technically people looking for parking can not do so but this
doesn’t seem to be enforced plus Maplewood is often used for overflow traffic from Santana Row.
2. For the traffic study, as was suggested in a neighborhood meeting, San Jose should use updated technology
to measure real time traffic flow to give a more accurate picture of what is happening today. Also, special
events at Santana Row always create heavy traffic volume and parking nightmares in the neighborhood
today and this should also be considered in the future.
3. As Daphna mentioned below, the setback distance doesn’t seem ample enough and to reiterate there
should be a minimum of 60 ft. setback.
4. Currently there are tall trees on the edge of the property behind us to buffer the sight and sound of the
Santana West property. We would hope those trees remain there as a buffer to help shield our backyards
from the high rise buildings to be erected behind us.
5. Private shuttle services should be considered to get people from the neighborhood to Santana Row
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6. We understand the Flames restaurant will be gone. It’s been such an establishment of the community, we
would hope Santana West would provide them an option to stay or move into a newer bldg. at a discounted
rate.
7. Suggestion for a potential grocer is Trader Joes as it fits the neighborhood nicely. Don’t know what will
happen to Safeway on Stevens Creek and Winchester but it’s also a great store for the area.
Linda & Linda
From: Daphna Woolfe [mailto:dwoolfe@pvsd.net]
Subject: Santana west

Dear Mr. Keyon,
This letter is in response to the EIR for Santana West. As a homeowner on Maplewood Ave. my neighbors
and I have some concerns unique to our proximity to the project, that should be considered.
The first concerns deal with additional traffic on Olin and Winchester. Even though our street is permit
protected, the signage is poor and many drivers turn left off of Olin onto Maplewood, not realizing that it is
a deadend with permit parking only. This creates safety hazards, as people speed into and out of the end of
the street. This will only increase as people looking for parking or coming in and out of the new lots, look
for a back way out of the congestion on Winchester. Another traffic related issue is the congestion on
Winchester and our ability to get on and off of Maplewood during peak hours. During high traffic times,
this can already be an issue. We had an incident with my son, when he needed to get to an emergency room
for asthma and it took 15 minutes just to go 1/4 of a mile. Emergency services could not get to us as well.
With thousands of new vehicles coming to the new buildings at Santana Row and Santana West, how can
you assure our safety?
The next issue deals with height and set backs of the new building. We do appreciate the stepped back
building heights, but the set backs should, at the very least, match the 60 foot setbacks at the Reserve
Apartment project. This would allow for a larger green belt to buffer the new development from existing
homes and allow for the road for Winchester Ranch. The Reserve Apartment project has a triple layer of
trees in order to protect the existing homeowners from the site lines of the project. This seems to be a
minimum for a project of this size. The current 44 foot set back is simply not enough for a buffer and a
road. Also, the height on Winchester is excessive for the area, creating a "tunnel effect" for pedestrians,
which ultimately will not be in keeping with the urban village concept.
With the current 25 million vehicle trips in our area a year, which only promises to rise as more and more
buildings come on line and Valley Fair expands by 40%, this will directly affect the air quality in this area.
What can or will be done to mitigate the poor air quality created by these additional trips?
We are also concerned with additional noise created by air conditioning units, garbage units pickup and
delivery trucks, maintenance issues, and car noise, such as tires screeching, cars running and auto alarms.
This is off particular concern, as the parking garage is directly behind our home.
Sincerely,
Daphna Woolfe
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Comprehensive Comments on Santana West ‐ File No. PDC14‐068
Doug Handerson <doughanderson@yahoo.com>
Sun 1/3/2016 1:02 PM
To: Keyon,

David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>; Tu, John <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>;

Cc:Xavier,

Lesley <Lesley.Xavier@sanjoseca.gov>; Mack, Karen <Karen.Mack@sanjoseca.gov>; woolfe.daphna
<dwoolfe@pvsd.net>; meenaxi.pannakkal@sanjoseca.gov <meenaxi.pannakkal@sanjoseca.gov>;

January 3, 2016
Hello Mr. Keyon and Mr. Tu,
I hope that your Holiday break was a happy one.
Please respond to the following general comments and questions in the Draft EIR and the
planning staff report for the proposed Santana West commercial development on the former
Century Theater site. This email and these comments are in addition to the comments I made in
three other emails that I sent to David Keyon, Karen Mack and John Tu about the Santana West
development proposal and related potential environmental impacts. Those emails were dated
December 10, 2015, December 23, 2015 and December 27, 2015. Please let me know if you
don't show receipt and inclusion of those three emails with documents forwarded to Shannon
George of David Powers and Associates, and I will be happy to resend them.
Is the footprint of the square footage of the land area occupied by the Century 21 Theater building
included when calculating the maximum square footage allowed on the site, given the maximum
Floor Area Ratio of 2.0? The zoning would allow commercial use of the theater building, including
as a potential restaurant or even reuse as a theater, so the former theater's building square
footage should also be reflected when determining net new square footage allowed. The theater
building's potential commercial uses and related parking requirements should not be overlooked
in the analysis of environmental impacts from the maximum potential development square footage
on the overall site.
It is not clear from the written information provided by San Jose staff how many total parking
spaces will be provided onsite, besides the parking spaces for the Winchester Mystery House. If
the total number of parking spaces required to meet City Zoning Ordinance minimum parking
requirements will not be known until the submittal of the proposed uses l at the Development
Permit review stage, and the project will be required to meet those minimum requirements, how
can the EIR adequately assess the complete extent of related environmental impacts?
At the second Scoping Meeting, San Jose project planner John Tu said that the City assumes
there will be one employee onsite for each 300 gross square feet of commercial space or
approximately 3,000 employees at Santana West, at a minimum. With today's employers relying
more and more on cubicles, one employee actually occupies less than 300 square feet, and,
cumulatively, there will be more than 3,000 employees on this site, if the entire development is
commercial use, with no residential units mixed in.
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If the EIR's scope includes an assumption that parking to be provided will be at a ratio of one per
300 gross square feet of commercial space, how can more intensive uses, with greater Zoning
Ordinance parking requirements (such as a grocery store, restaurant, bar, hotel or theater)
subsequently be approved by relying on the initial environmental document's analysis? Those
uses will include additional traffic and parking from drivers other than onsite employees. What is
the parking ratio on which the EIR's analysis will be based?
It's a positive potential mitigation if the property owner is required to provide and maintain regular
shuttle bus service to Diridon Station/Santa Clara Station for office workers. However, where on
site will shuttle buses queue up, and park (potentially sitting with engines idling)? Where will the
buses pickup and dropoff riders? How will they access the site? Where will they be stored when
not in use? None of this activity should occur on the existing single family residential
neighborhood streets of Spar and Hanson Avenues in the Winchester Manor Subdivision.
Similarly, if there is a new grocery store onsite, where will that stores' trucks park to unload?
Travel patterns for these trucks should not be allowed to impact Spar or Hanson Avenues.
A related potential environmental impact of the project is local air quality impacts on residents
living on Spar and Hanson Avenues, especially those living in homes without air conditioning and
located immediately adjacent to the corner of Hanson and Spar where Santana Westgenerated
traffic will be stopped and stacked up by any new traffic signal at Stevens Creek.
There will also be increased traffic noise impacting the existing single family residential
neighborhood.
To avoid potential overflow parking on evenings and weekends, the property owner should
commit, as a condition of approval, to requiring Santana West tenants to accept that all onsite
parking spaces (except those reserved for any onsite grocery store) be accessible to and shared
with the public for nocost parking in the evenings and weekends.
The existing Santana Row development, owned and operated by this project's applicant, offers
shuttle service to certain offsite major events, such as 49ers games for the general public. Will
this program continue and will this additional parking demand impact the Santana West parking
areas? Has this shuttle service program officially been approved by the City of San Jose?
Currently, during regular weekday hours, employees of Santana Row restaurants routinely have
parked in the Century Theater parking lot, including when the theaters were still operating. If
there is insufficient parking at Santana Row for existing employees there and they regularly rely
on the Santana West site, where will they park after all phases of Santana West are built?
On the evening of November 17, 2015 when Santana Row held its annual Christmas Tree
Lighting event, for the first time in the 23 years I've lived at Spar and Hanson Avenues, Spar,
Hanson and Maplewood Avenues, which have ResidentOnlyPermitParking restrictions for on
street parking, were inundated with illegallyparked vehicles and many more vehicles circling the
neighborhood in search of parking. Dispatchers for 311called complaints did not respond, until
someone blocked my driveway. When the enforcement person from the City came to ticket that
vehicle, I asked why the City was not responding to complaints about PermitParkingOnly
violations. That City employee replied that they had been told to only ticket for situations such as
drivewayblocking, not any other violations. Residents with legal parking permits were unable to
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find any onstreet parking spaces until much later that evening.
This refusal and failure by the City staff to respond to residentinitiated complaints demonstrates
why, to prevent similar illegal parking impacts from the Santana West development, Federal
Realty and any successors should be required to fund regular City parking enforcement personnel
and a driveby enforcement program (rather than the existing complaintgenerated program) for
the Century/Winchester (or renamed Santana West/Winchester) Resident Permit Parking area
(Spar, Hanson and Maplewood Avenues). Otherwise, there will be adverse public safety impacts
on the neighborhood, as multiple unknown nonresident cars from the Santana West development
will effectively eliminate the residents' monitoring of potential criminals. There will also be the
potential noise impacts on the neighborhood from bargoers returning lateatnight to their illegally
parked cars. Resident with legal parking permits will not be able to park by their
homes.
The PD rezoning is intended to allow significantly reduced setbacks along Winchester Avenue.
To also have minimal setbacks along Olin Avenue for the proposed tall buildings would not be
appropriate, given the narrow width of Olin and the predominantly single story scale and larger
setbacks of the single family residences north of Olin.
The Santana West proposed street design includes three private streets and at least one parking
garage emptying onto Olin Avenue, which functions as a twolane street. The limited street
capacity on Olin and Winchester, along with potential traffic impacts on the Winchester Manor
single family residents along Spar and Hanson Avenues, justifies serious evaluation of a Santana
West development alternative of muchreduced density, As you know, the current Federal Realty
proposal is for construction at the maximum Floor Area Ratio of 2.0. There is no requirement that
the City approve this density of development.
Regarding onsite Santana West parking structures, to reduce potential noise impacts on the
residential neighborhood to the north of the site, a solid wall facade should be provided on the
Olin Avenue side of any partially submerged or abovegrade parking structures.
Similarly, potential noise impacts on the Spar and Hanson Avenue neighborhood should be
reduced by Santana West buildings designed to block noise transference from any outdoor areas
abovegrade, such as outdoor abovegrade bars or restaurants, including any areas open to
employees or the public on the roofs of the new Olin Avenueadjacent buildings. This was not
done when the existing Santana Row's Hotel Valencia was allowed to have an outdoor bar
several stories above the street on the Winchester side of that hotel. Latenight noise from that
bar can be heard by residents along Spar and at the intersection of Spar and Hanson Avenues.
There does not appear to be sufficient onsite park or open space proposed at Santana West. The
existing neighborhood lacks a park or open space. Where will employees at Santana West who
bring their lunches be able to sit outdoors to eat?
Will there be any improved, noncommercial open space areas, either atgrade or abovegrade, in
Santana West and will Federal Realty or successor(s) be required to maintain these areas as
open and accessible for the general public?
The City of San Jose has committed to encouraging more transit use, including along the Stevens
Creek Boulevard corridor. This includes pedestrianfriendly designs for new developments. As
Santana West is now designed, one northsouth street will be the only ingress/egress route to the
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Winchester Ranch (potential Pulte Homes) property from Olin Avenue and (ultimately) Stevens
Creek. There is no sidewalk proposed along that new private street, even though it will be the
closest route for residents of the mobile home park/potential Pulte Homes development to walk to
the existing eastbound bus stop at Maplewood Avenue and Stevens Creek Boulevard. Only a
fence at the south end of Maplewood prevents those existing or new residents from instead using
Maplewood to walk to the bus stop. If this alternative pedestrian connection via Maplewood is not
provided as part of the Santana West development, the potential exists for pedestrians to be
walking in the auto traffic lanes of the new street along the west border of Santana West.
It was recently publicized that the Valley Transportation Authority is no longer proposing express
busonly lanes along Stevens Creek Boulevard. Instead a Stevens Creek Express Bus 523 will
share traffic lanes in the already heavilycongested Winchester to Monroe area. This lanesharing
will slow bus travel times and reduce potential transit ridership.
The City states it is also committed to encouraging transportation alternatives to autos, such as
bicycles. There are existing northsouth bikelanes along Monroe Avenue from the City of Santa
Clara on the north, to Forest Avenue and Westfield/Valley Fair Shopping Center. There are also
bikelanes on Monroe south of Stevens Creek Boulevard, connecting to an elevated walkway over
State Highway 280. That pedestrian/bike bridge provides access to Moorpark Avenue. Prior to
recent City approval of the new Valley Fair parking garage at the east side of that shopping
center, it was possible to bicycle along Monroe between Forest Avenue and Stevens Creek and
connect with the existing Monroe bikelanes. This is no longer the case. What alternative bike
route does San Jose plan for northsouth bike riders in the Stevens Creek/Winchester and
Stevens Creek/Monroe areas?
Winchester is not a natural bikeroute alternative as, both north and south of Stevens Creek
Boulevard and on the Winchester bridge over 280, Winchester has not been consistently
widened, either in San Jose or in the City of Santa Clara.
Commercial businessserving onstreet parking and overall Insufficient rightofway exists along
San Carlos Street east of Stevens Creek for additional bus/auto lanes or bike lanes serving
employees traveling to Santana West in an eastwest direction.
Any Santana West development should not be approved with reduced parking requirements, if
that approval is based on a justification that employees will ride bikes or take transit, when the
reality is that public agency decisions are not supporting significant increased alternate
transportation use in the immediate vicinity of this development. The EIR should evaluate the
cumulative impacts of actual autotrips generated to the site, as well as parking onsite necessary
to meet the minimum needs of the mix of commercial uses allowed onsite.
When will the potential interchange and local street improvements at Interstate 280, Winchester
Boulevard, and Moorpark Avenue be completed? Will the timing of the phasing of the Santana
West development be based on the completion of these improvements?
The EIR and related traffic analysis should evaluate the potential improvement of the Stevens
Creek and San Tomas Expressway intersection to a gradeseparated intersection. Traffic,
especially eastbound towards the proposed Santana West development, already queues through
more than one traffic signal cycle at that intersection. It is my understanding that Federal Realty
will have to contribute funding to improvements at the Saratoga Avenue and Highway 280
interchange. This indicates an expectation of increased traffic to and from Santana Row and
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Santana West on both Stevens Creek and Moorpark.
With the potential for a new offramp from northbound Highway 280 to Winchester Boulevard
resulting in the reduction of Tisch Way to a oneway street, the traffic analysis should evaluate
alternative traffic movements from Santana Row and the recentlyapproved commercial
development south of Santana Row impacting the intersection of Olsen Drive and Winchester and
Winchester intersections at 280 and Moorpark.
The EIR and planning staff report should include a written response from applicable public safety
agencies, especially the Fire Department, regarding converting Tisch into a oneway street.
Currently, the City of San Jose fire station closest to Santana West is located on Monroe Street
south of Stevens Creek and has ingress and egress access to or from Santana West limited to
Tisch and the overloaded Stevens Creek Boulevard.
The environmental document will evaluate stormwater runoff impacts from Santana West.
Already, there is regular flooding at the intersection of Spar and Hanson Avenues, during heavy
rains. The existing storm drains at Spar and Hanson cannot accommodate additional stormwater
flows. Shouldn't the density of development proposed for Santana West and initial design plans
reflect provision of areas for appropriate onsite stormwater retention and treatment, consistent
with the Regional C3 Permitting requirements? How can the EIR assess hydrology and water
quality impacts on the existing neighborhood without the development plan demonstrating
sufficient areas for treatment and accommodation of stormwater onsite? Wouldn't the provision
of these onsite retention and treatment areas result in reduction of the footprints of the new
buildings? Wouldn't the reduction in the new buildings' footprints lead to a smaller total square
footage of new development, given the City's commitment to not exceeding the existing General
Plan and Zoning limits of 120' maximum height?
Any analysis of impacts on San Jose's jobs/housing balance should include the number of jobs to
be created by the City's recent approvals of approximately 500,000 square feet of new office and
retail commercial development not yet built in place of existing residences south of Santana Row
and north of Tisch Way. This is in close proximity to the Santana West commercial proposal.
Does the City support the even dispersal of new employment uses throughout the City, more
closely connecting with existing and planned residential areas?
The Santana West EIR and Planning staff report should include evaluation of the alternative of
reduced cumulative Floor Area Ratio if the development is to be approved as only commercial. A
reduced FAR alternative would generate less traffic with less adverse air quality and decreased
noise impacts. This would cause less of an adverse impact on the existing residential
neighborhoods southerly and westerly of the Century Theater site.
The limited street width and capacity on Olin Avenue along the project site (westerly of
Winchester), justifies serious evaluation of a Santana West development alternative of much
reduced density, The current Federal Realty proposal is for construction at the maximum Floor
Area Ratio of 2.0. There is no requirement that the City approve this density of development.
Similarly, Spar and Hanson Avenues have limited capacity and only Hanson connects with
Stevens Creek Boulevard.
Another alternative that should be evaluated is development consistent with San Jose's existing
Urban Village Overlay on the project site, which would encourage a mixed use development on
the Century Theater site that includes residential units. This second alternative would disperse
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rather than concentrate the direction and timing of traffic generated by the development. Mixed
Use development with residential units would also be more consistent with the existing residential
neighborhood and the Winchester Ranch/potential Pulte Homes residential property.
The "No Project" development alternative could reflect the City not proceeding at this time with
the scheduling of any public hearing consideration of redevelopment of the Century site, until
related decisions on the Stevens Creek and Winchester Urban Village Area are made and until
the City resolves whether the Winchester Ranch Mobile Home Park can be redeveloped. Both of
these decisions are pending.
This would allow, on an interim basis, for the continuation of overflow parking of Santana Row
employees and customers on the Century Theater parking lot.
If the mobile home park property is available for redevelopment, the design of Santana West
could reflect retention of Olsen Avenue to the mobile home property and a continuation of Olsen
through the redeveloped mobile home park property so as to connect with the existing Olsen
Avenue west of the mobile home park. This would provide alternative traffic routes connecting
Santana West to Stevens Creek, utilizing Olsen to Cypress Avenue and the existing traffic signal
at Cypress and Stevens Creek, as well as providing connection via Henry Avenue to the
approved signalized intersection at Henry and Stevens Creek. The EIR should include evaluation
of these potential additional street connections, which could be accomplished if Santana West
street design (and related vacating of Olsen Drive) and development approvals of Santana West
are consistently timed with any City consideration of redevelopment of the Winchester Ranch
property.
It should be noted that Federal Realty cannot be required by the City to provide a grocery store in
Santana West, and there is no guarantee that a grocery store will be included in this
development, even if the development approval process is expedited.
Thank you for providing two Public Scoping meetings regarding the Santana West development
proposal and for responding to the comments and questions in this email, as well as my previous
emails sent December 10, 2015, December 23, 2015, and December 27, 2015.
Respectfully submitted,
Douglas V. Handerson
320 Spar Avenue
San Jose, CA 95117
cc: Lesley Xavier, Meenaxi Pannakkal, Karen Mack, Daphna Woolfe
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This letter is in response to the EIR for Santana West. As a homeowner on Maplewood Ave. my
neighbors and I have some concerns unique to our proximity to the project, that should be
considered.
The first concerns deal with additional traffic on Olin and Winchester. Even though our street is
permit protected, the signage is poor and many drivers turn left off of Olin onto Maplewood, not
realizing that it is a dead-end with permit parking only. This creates safety hazards, as people
speed into and out of the end of the street. This will only increase as people looking for parking
or coming in and out of the new lots, look for a back way out of the congestion on Winchester.
Another traffic related issue is the congestion on Winchester and our ability to get on and off of
Maplewood during peak hours. During high traffic times, this can already be an issue. We had
an incident with my son, when he needed to get to an emergency room for asthma and it took
15 minutes just to go 1/4 of a mile. Emergency services could not get to us as well. With
thousands of new vehicles coming to the new buildings at Santana Row and Santana West,
how can you assure the safety of the neighborhood? As more and more office buildings, retail
and residential come on line in this immediate area, with 25 million people coming here a year
at present, how will the city and developers think far enough into the future to plan for the
massive increase in vehicles trips through the Winchester and Stevens Creek intersection, while
at the same time making this pedestrian and bike friendly? Currently the surrounding
neighborhoods are not connected to the larger malls and developments, as Stevens Creek is
not hospitable to walk down, nor is it safe to cross. Public transportation simply cannot and will
not be able to handle the current traffic, nor the dramatic increase in traffic created by all of the
expansion.
The next issue deals with height and set backs of the new building. We do appreciate the
stepped back building heights, but the set backs should, at the very least, match the 60 foot setbacks at the Reserve Apartment project. This would allow for a larger green belt to buffer the
new development from existing homes and allow for the road for Winchester Ranch. The
Reserve Apartment project has a triple layer of trees in order to protect the existing
homeowners from the site lines of the project. This seems to be a minimum for a project of this
size. The current 44 foot set back is simply not enough for a buffer and a road. Also, the height
on Winchester is excessive for the area, creating a "tunnel effect" for pedestrians, which
ultimately will not be in keeping with the urban village concept.
With the current 25 million vehicle trips in our area a year, which only promises to rise as more
and more buildings come on line and Valley Fair expands by 40%, this will directly affect the air
quality in this area. What can or will be done to mitigate the poor air quality created by these
additional trips?
We are also concerned with additional noise created by air conditioning units, garbage units
pick-up and delivery trucks, maintenance issues, and car noise, such as tires screeching, cars
running and auto alarms. This is off particular concern, as the parking garage is directly behind
our home.
Sincerely,
Daphna Woolfe
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Santana West Development Project ‐ File No. PDC14‐068
Kirk Vartan <kirk@kvartan.com>
Mon 1/4/2016 12:45 PM
To: Keyon,
Cc:Kirk

David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>;

Vartan <kirk@kvartan.com>;

To: David Keyon, SJ Planner II
Hello,
I would like to submit my comments and requests for an EIR scope of any project developed on Santana West.
First off, while this project is targeted at almost 1M sqft of office space, it is very possible that a significant percentage of
this site will be used for residential. I would ask that a couple versions of the EIR look at not just what the applicant
submitted, but also what the applicant submitted in that past as a “signature project” last year. I think it is very important
to see what the area issues are when there is commercial, housing, or a mix of the two. Spending time to do both now
will help us all in the future.
Please make sure the EIR looks at:
‐ Validating traffic assumptions from the past, specifically the Valley Fair expansion, the BAREC development, the Santana
Row development ﴾over 10 years old now﴿, the Magliocco development, and any other projects that have impacted the
area in the past ten years. My reason for asking for this is based on the quality of the data. The city looks at all of the
projects and gives an estimate. Is this estimate ever validated? How does this track over time? Are the conditions better
or worse than projected?
‐ The background traffic data has been in place for decades, and much of the new construction has happened over the
past 15 years. We need to validate this. And not validate this during the Tues, Wed, Thurs two hours of rush hour time.
We need to validate this in a more holistic way. We need to get car counts for weeks at a time and look at the sustained
volume as well as peak volume.
‐ How is the new 880/Stevens Creek interchange affecting the flow of traffic?
‐ Where is green space and park land that will service this area?
‐ Can you look at Santana Park being “operated” by Federal Reality?
‐ How is circulation being evaluated?
‐ What new technologies are being envisioned in this area?
‐ How will current technology, much developed in this region, be utilized to help circulation, mobility, and quality of life?
‐ What strategies are being looked at for mobility in the area?
‐ What are the thresholds for acceptable congestion?
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‐ What alternative transportation solutions are being looked at?
‐ How will a transit hub integrate with the area?
‐ What is the expected growth for the Winchester/Stevens Creek area?
‐ What is the maximum allowable throughput of the Winchester/Stevens Creek area?
‐ How is traffic being monitored and efficiently managed?
‐ What sensor technology can help manage traffic flow in the area?
‐ Measure traffic at all times of the day ﴾not just three days a week for two hours﴿
‐ How can urban ag be integrated into any development?
‐ How are we addressing noise pollution in more progressive ways?
‐ How are we addressing air pollution in more progressive ways?
‐ Look at how above ground walk‐ways might ease congestion.
‐ How is quality of life addressed in any project?
‐ How will next generation services like Uber and Lyft be accommodated in a new project?
‐ How is the automobile be de‐incentivized?
Please confirm that you received this message.
Thank you,
Kirk Vartan
District 6
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Santana West Planned Development Rezoning Inputs
Leung <hclmpfc@netscape.net>
Mon 1/4/2016 4:35 PM
To: Tu,

John <john.tu@sanjoseca.gov>; Keyon, David <david.keyon@sanjoseca.gov>;

Dear Project Managers,
Regarding Santana West Planned Development Rezoning (PDC14068), I would like to offer the
following inputs.
Commercial building not complementing existing historical buildings :
Since we have designated the Winchester House and the Century 21 Theater as historical
buildings, it makes the most sense to designate the surrounding area as a park. It is so odd to
have low to mid rise square office buildings with lots of glass windows right next to these historical
buildings. It just doesn’t look right.
A Neighborhood Park is in need :
The only park for 95117 zip code is the Starbird Park which is on the other sides of Williams St
and San Tomas Expwy. A neighborhood park would also make sense.
Conformance to the neighborhood :
South of Stevens Creeks Blvd and along the west side of Winchester Blvd all the way to Olin Ave
are all one story commercial buildings with greeneries around the buildings and trees along the
walk path. It would be odd to have low or mid rise buildings that have 15 ft setback after Olin and
the absence of trees and shrubs. These multistory buildings also block the Winter suns from
reaching the residences along the north side of Olin Ave. It would be more conforming if only one
story buildings are allowed.
Contrasting yet complementing :
A park with lots of greens will complement the neighborhood and make a stark contrast to the
busy business district of Santana Row across Winchester Blvd. If any commercial buildings are
allowed South of Olin, it should be one story with underground car park. I believe a more relaxed
atmosphere for this development with perhaps an indoor/outdoor cafe, an amphitheater, and may
be a neighborhood grocery store such as Trader Joe’s would complement the overly busy
Santana Row very well. It would also avoid the traffic problem that will be created by housing
office buildings.
Increasing the employment to residence ratio necessary here?
Would 3,000 to 4,000 jobs created here help San Jose’s employment to residence ratio and by
how much? Does it have to happen in this small pocket of land? What kind of jobs they are
thinking about bringing here where First Street, Moorpark Ave and other designated industrial and
commercial area cannot take? Creating commercial space don’t always equate to creating jobs.
I hope you would consider the above suggestions seriously in your approval process.
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/#viewmodel=ReadMessageItem&ItemID=AAMkADJjMDA0MTU0LWNjMzctNDU0Zi1iYWYwLTc2ZWJjYTIwOTRjMgBGA…
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Santana West Planned Development Rezoning Inputs  Keyon, David

Sincerely,
HC Leung
Owner of 33 years, 321 Spar Ave, SJ, 95117.

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/#viewmodel=ReadMessageItem&ItemID=AAMkADJjMDA0MTU0LWNjMzctNDU0Zi1iYWYwLTc2ZWJjYTIwOTRjMgBGA…
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Public Comment on Santana West‐File No. PDC14‐068
Comments on EIR Scoping of Santana West Project
In regards to Century 21 and the “Santana West” project, I am extremely disappointed and
incredulous that removing the façade and roof of Century 21 is even being considered. This is
disrespectful to one of our newest designated landmarks, the Century 21 Theater. The unique
architecture and fond history of this building is designated as a city landmark because it needs
to be saved for the public. Removing the façade and roof is a travesty. If the present developer
can’t afford or is not interested in creating a new re‐purposing of this structure, then they
should not be developing this site. I look forward to reviewing alternatives that make more
sense for this community and that respect the historic nature of the former Century 21
building.
I am also very concerned about the traffic congestion and parking availability for this project,
along with the needs for parking for Santana Row and the Winchester Mystery House. I hope
the EIR will address plans to reduce congestion and propose enough parking for the site. Since I
live nearby I often drive down Winchester Blvd. and will avoid it and all local businesses in this
area when the traffic becomes even more congested than it already is.
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Gayle Frank
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San Jose, CA
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